
Agenda Item C.2 
CPMS DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEM 

Meeting Date: January 19, 2021 
 

 
 
 
 

TO: Mayor and Councilmembers 
 
FROM: Kristy Schmidt, Assistant City Manager 
 
CONTACT: Ryan Kintz, Assistant to the City Manager 
 
SUBJECT: Project Labor Agreements 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
A. Receive a presentation and report on Project Labor Agreements; and 

 
B. Provide policy direction to staff on whether to pursue the possible adoption of a 

Project Labor Agreement requirement for City projects above a certain threshold 
construction dollar amount; and 

 
C. If the City Council wishes to further pursue a possible Project Labor Agreement 

requirement for City projects, refer the matter to the Ordinance Committee to 
consider the development of an ordinance or alternative method of implementation.  
 

BACKGROUND: 
 
In the FY 2019/20 Annual Work Program for the City Manager’s Department a new work 
effort was included for staff to explore the implementation of project labor agreements. In 
addition, on June 15, 2019, Councilmember James Kyriaco requested staff return to the 
City Council with a framework for having the construction of Fire Station 10, the Goleta 
Train Depot and other large City projects performed under a project labor agreement 
(PLA). This request was supported by Mayor Paula Perotte. Following this request, on 
January 7, 2020, staff met with representatives from the Tri Counties Building and 
Construction Trades Council, AFL-CIO (Trades Council), which represents 33 craft labor 
unions in Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties, to discuss this endeavor 
and to get a better understanding of PLAs from the perspective of the Trades Council. 
Following this meeting staff conducted further research and gathered information as 
presented in this report. 
 
The purpose of this report is the following: 

1. Introduce and describe the concept of project labor agreements. 
2. Provide a summary of the legal basis for the City to enter a PLA. 
3. Review typical provisions in PLAs and how they are typically negotiated. 
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4. Evaluate the potential impacts of key provisions of a PLA on future high dollar 
value Goleta projects (Goleta Train Depot, Fire Station 10, Goleta Community 
Center, etc.). 

5. Review typical advantages and disadvantages of PLAs as determined by the 
Congressional Research Service July 2010 report on PLAs. 

6. Present other considerations staff gathered from meetings with regional 
jurisdictions who have adopted or are soon to adopt PLAs. 
 

The intent of this report is to evaluate the potential impacts of a PLA requirement on future 
Goleta projects from a practical perspective. This report is not intended to be an 
exhaustive review of every provision included in PLAs nor to provide an opinion on the 
merit of a PLA for large projects in the City of Goleta.  
 
Finally, staff seeks policy direction from the City Council on whether to continue to pursue 
the development of a PLA requirement. Such a requirement could be adopted via an 
ordinance, by the direction of the Council on a project-by-project basis, or through a 
resolution or other policy instrument.  Should Council wish to pursue consideration of a 
PLA requirement, staff recommends referral of the matter to the Ordinance Committee to 
study the potential advantages and/or disadvantages of PLAs specific to the City of 
Goleta and its future projects and to recommend to the City Council whether a PLA 
requirement should be adopted by ordinance or through an alternative method of 
implementation.  
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
What is a project labor agreement?  
 
Used in the United States since the 1930s on projects including the Grand Coulee Dam 
in Washington, the Shasta Dam in California and the Hoover Dam in Nevada, a Project 
Labor Agreement, or PLA, also known as a Community Workforce Agreement, is a 
collective bargaining agreement executed prior to the beginning of a construction project 
or group of construction projects. PLAs are typically used for larger and more complex 
projects and, by their terms, (1) necessitate worker representation by local labor unions 
determined per trade on the covered projects and (2) set forth basic terms and conditions 
of employment applicable to contractors. PLAs are typically negotiated between the 
project owner (e.g., a city or other government entity) and the local building trades council 
and/ or individual construction trade unions, although PLAs can be directly negotiated 
between contractors and construction trade unions. The agreements are negotiated prior 
to advertisement for bids and become part of the construction bid documents. The general 
contractor and all subcontractors must agree to be bound by the requirements of the 
agreement as part of their bid submission and they must sign on to the agreement prior 
to performing any work on a PLA-covered project.  
 
PLAs typically require workers to have membership in certain trade unions, at least for 
the time relevant to the project. By requiring adherence to various union collective 
bargaining agreements, PLAs also specify establishment of: 1) uniform work conditions; 
2) hiring procedures; 3) wages and benefits; 4) management rights; 5) labor dispute 
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resolution procedures; 6) procedures to prevent work stoppages; and 7) agreement to 
adhere to existing Master Labor Agreements (MLAs) for the trades subject to the PLA. A 
PLA may also include no-strike and no lock out provisions and procedures for resolving 
disputes. Proponents consider this to be one of the most significant condition in most 
PLAs that unions agree not to strike or engage in other disruptive activities, and the 
contractors and their subcontractors agree to no lockouts for the duration of the 
construction project.  This is presented as an important factor in delivering public projects 
on time and within budget and adds a measure of stability and predictability in the project 
timelines. These agreements also sometimes include hiring goals and targets to promote 
participation in covered projects from targeted categories of workers, including local 
residents, apprentices, historically underutilized residents and businesses, at-risk 
persons, veterans, minority-owned businesses and/or disadvantaged business 
enterprises. Councilmember Kyriaco and Mayor Perotte expressed interest in the 
potential of the PLA structure for advancing local hire and local economic development 
objectives. 
 
Labor organizations typically propose PLAs as a way to ensure the use of unionized labor, 
standardize work rules between contractors and ensure worker rights. Opponents argue 
that adoption of a PLA stifles competition by discouraging non-union contractors and 
increases construction costs. Another critique of PLA usage is that contractors typically 
have no input on PLA requirements, as they are negotiated between the public agency 
and the labor unions before construction project bidding, a process that largely excludes 
the actual contractors that will ultimately employ the workers on the projects at issue. 
 
It should be noted that in some areas, PLAs remain controversial. Several localities in 
California have banned the use of PLAs. Voter-approved initiatives have banned PLAs in 
San Diego County and in the cities of Chula Vista and Oceanside.1 Ordinances adopted 
by the Fresno City Council and boards of supervisors in Orange County, Placer County 
and Stanislaus County also ban PLAs.2 
 
This report does not propose to resolve these conflicting positions as to the value, utility 
and cost impacts of PLAs, but attempts to provide the City Council with as much objective, 
preliminary information as possible and facilitate a public discussion of the potential 
benefits and impacts of a PLA in general as it relates to the large projects that will be 
developed in the City of Goleta over the next several years. If the City Council decides to 
move forward with the development of a PLA requirement for City construction projects, 
future analysis will need to be conducted specific to each project, to determine the likely 
time and expense associated with negotiating and implementing an agreement for each 
project. 
 
Legal Authority for Project Labor Agreements 
 
California Public Contract Code section 2500, et seq., governs a public entity’s use of 
PLAs. A public entity may only utilize such an agreement if it includes all the taxpayer 
protection provisions set forth in Section 2500(a). A public agency enters a PLA with local 

 
1 SB 922 – Bill Analysis. 
2 Id.; see also “Project Labor Revolt,” Review & Outlook, July 19, 2011, The Wall Street Journal. 
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labor unions before seeking bids from contractors. While both union and non-union 
contractors may bid on projects governed by a PLA, all workers that will be covered by 
the PLA are dispatched through local union hiring halls and subject to the various 
requirements of the collective bargaining agreements associated with those various trade 
unions, including seniority preferences and the payment of union dues and other required 
fees. 
 
Pursuant to Public Contract Code section 2500, the PLA must include, at a minimum, all 
of the following: 
 

 Prohibition on discrimination based on race, national origin, religion, sex, 
sexual orientation, political affiliation, or membership in a labor organization in 
hiring and dispatching workers for the project. 

 Permission for all qualified contractors and subcontractors to bid for and be 
awarded work on the project without regard to whether they are otherwise 
parties to collective bargaining agreements (i.e., whether they are union or non-
union). 

 Agreed-upon protocol concerning drug testing for workers who will be 
employed on the project. 

 Guarantees against work stoppages, strikes, lockouts, and similar disruptions 
of the project 

 Requirement that disputes arising from the PLA shall be resolved by a neutral 
arbitrator. 

 
A single PLA may cover one project, a particular classification of projects or all projects 
in the City ’s discretion. The City Council must adopt the PLA by majority vote and must 
also act by majority vote in each instance it wishes to allocate funding for any project 
covered by the PLA. (Pub. Contract Code, § 2501.) 
 
The statutory authority for the City to implement a PLA does not provide guidance 
regarding the process by which a PLA is formed (such as the underlying policy framework 
or negotiation process). 
 
Project Labor Agreement Negotiations 
 
The various national trade unions have long-established master labor agreements that 
they attempt to standardize across employers and that contain various worker-benefit 
requirements, including wage requirements, retirement contributions, and others. PLAs 
are put forward for the primary purpose of ensuring that only unionized labor is used on 
construction projects, and that the various contractors will submit to the terms of the 
master labor agreement relevant to the applicable national trade unions, at least on the 
PLA projects for their duration. The PLA will typically provide a template letter agreement 
that the various contractors must sign that affirms each contractor’s agreement to be 
bound by the applicable master labor agreement and trust agreements. Therefore, as a 
preliminary matter, the PLA will (1) set forth the labor classifications covered by applicable 
national trade unions (the “Covered Work”); (2) set forth the applicable wages scales and 
fringe benefit rates for the Covered Work; and (3) require that all contractors and 
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subcontractors performing the Covered Work either become signatories to the applicable 
master labor agreements or agree to be bound by the relevant master labor agreement 
for the Covered Work on the PLA projects. 
 
The City may, of course, seek to modify the terms set forth in the typical PLA and add 
language to ensure agency rights in relation to the PLA projects and also to limit potential 
inadvertent financial exposure on the part of the affected contractors. One area of intense 
negotiation is the scope of “Covered Work” and limitations on that coverage. For instance, 
the PLA should be clear on whether delivery or support workers are covered and how 
very broad union jurisdictional clauses should be interpreted. Another area of negotiation 
is whether contractors should be allowed to extend a preference to the contractor’s 
historic crew employees over union workers from hiring halls. Another area is a provision 
that there will be no contractor dual liability for good faith union work.  In other words, 
since the jurisdiction clauses of the various trade unions can sometimes be broadly 
worded, many agencies want to ensure that contractors are not unduly burdened by 
required trust fund contributions to more than one union for a single worker’s Covered 
Work. In addition, public agencies often negotiate express provisions ensuring that work 
continue efficiently and without slowdown, despite any misunderstanding, dispute, or 
grievance that may arise during the course of the PLA projects. Particular attention should 
be paid to grievance, work stoppage and lockout provisions. Finally, best practice is also 
to expressly set forth that nothing within the PLA shall require any contractor to remain a 
member of the union or having continuing obligation related to the payment of funds, 
benefits, or contingent liability following the completion of the PLA projects. 
 
Typical Project Labor Agreement Provisions 
 
The following are the types of provisions included in PLAs. More detail about these 
provisions and their potential considerations for Goleta’s future projects is provided in 
Attachment 1.  
 

1. Work Conditions - Uniform Work Conditions 
2. Hiring Procedures  

a. Union Recognition 
b. Referral Systems 
c. Core Employees 
d. Union and Non-Union Contractor Comparison 
e. Specialty Subcontractors 
f. Construction Inspection 

3. Wages 
4. Benefits 
5. Wages and Benefits - Union and Non-Union Contractor Comparison 
6. Management Rights 
7. Work Stoppages 
8. Dispute Resolution 
9. Targeted Worker Participation 
10. Schedule 
11. Cost 
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12. PLA Negotiation 
13. Contract Document Development 
14. PLA Administration 

 
For illustration, Attachment 3 provides an example City of Los Angeles Project Labor 
Agreement.  
 
Advantages and Disadvantages of PLAs 
 
There is considerable debate between the opponents and proponents of PLAs. 
Opponents say PLAs are anti-competitive and increase costs. Proponents say they 
ensure decent wages and benefits, a quality workforce, and timely completion of projects 
within budget3. Below is a general list of Advantages and Disadvantages of the use of 
PLAs taken from a Congressional Research Service (CRS) report on PLAs from July 1, 
2010.4  
 
ADVANTAGES 
Proponents of PLAs argue that the agreements have several advantages, including that 
they: 
 

1. Provide uniform wages, benefits, overtime pay, hours, working conditions, and 
work rules for work on major construction projects; 

 
2. Provide contractors with a reliable and uninterrupted supply of qualified workers at 

predictable costs; 
 

3. Ensure that a project will be completed on time and on budget5 due to the supply 
of qualified labor and relative ease of project management; 

 
4. Ensure no labor strife by prohibiting strikes and lockouts and including binding 

procedures to resolve labor disputes; 
 

5. Make large projects easier to manage by placing unions under one contract, the 
PLA, rather than dealing with several unions that may have different wage and 
benefit structures; 

 
6. May include provisions to recruit and train workers by requiring contactors to 

participate in recruitment, apprenticeship, and training programs for women, 

 
3 Staff wishes to emphasize that no agreement can “ensure” timely completion of a project.  There are all 
kinds of reasons why a project might get delayed – unforeseen circumstances, materials delays, etc.  In 
practice, PLAs protect against delays in project completion due to labor strife specifically. However, City 
of Goleta has not in recent history had a project that experienced labor strife.   
4 The Congressional Research Service (CRS), known as Congress's think tank, is a public policy 
research institute of the United States Congress. As a legislative branch agency within the Library of 
Congress, CRS works primarily and directly for Members of Congress, their Committees and staff on a 
confidential, nonpartisan basis. 
5 See note 3, above. 
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minorities, veterans, and other under-represented groups (this is a common CWA 
provision); 

 
7. Reduces misclassification of workers and the related underpayment of payroll 

taxes, workers compensation, and other requirements; 
 

8. May mean a larger percentage of construction wages stay in state; and 
 

9. May improve worker safety by requiring contractors and workers to comply with 
project safety rules. 

 
PLA proponents note that the positive impact of creating career paths for women, 
minorities, veterans, and other under-represented populations may not be easily 
measured in the short term. But they say that developing qualified workers in the 
construction trades and including people who historically were underrepresented in the 
trades, has a positive long-term economic benefit for the individuals who receive the jobs 
and for the construction industry as a whole. 
 
DISADVANTAGES 
Opponents argue that PLAs have several disadvantages, including that they: 
 

1. Increase costs by mandating union wages,6 work rules and inhibiting competition; 
 

2. Are anti-competitive because nonunion contractors may choose not to bid because 
either their members would be required to join a union if the contractor wins the 
bid or the contractor would not be able to use its own workers if the PLA required 
hiring through the union hiring hall; 

 
3. Are inherently unfair to nonunion contractors and nonunion employees; 

 
4. Are an unnecessary mandate (if imposed by law); 

 
5. Hinder the use of nonunion contractor training programs that may operate more 

efficiently and are job specific, instead of union apprenticeship programs of a fixed 
duration; and 

 
6. Are unnecessary because of existing prequalification procedures that screen 

contractors that bid on public projects. 
 
PLA critics also note that the issue is not always that PLAs are detrimental. Sometimes, 
they argue, having a PLA is not proof of an improved situation. For example, the available 
evidence does not show that PLA construction projects are safer than non-PLA projects. 
In California, cities are covered by prevailing wage laws that already establish competitive 
wages for public works projects.  Further, local hiring objectives can be achieved without 
a PLA by incorporating the objectives in the bid specs for any project.  In other words, 

 
6 Including benefits and other forms of compensation. 
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even in the absence of a PLA, the bid specs can require that the bidder who is awarded 
the project make good faith efforts to hire a specified percentage of local workers. Some 
critics of PLAs also point out that the amount of time needed to prepare, negotiate and 
approve a PLA may also affect the timely completion of a project or add to costs. 
 
Local Contractors and PLA Policy Options 
 
Local Contractors 
During the preparation of this report, staff consulted with other agencies in the region 
regarding the development of PLAs. These agencies shared anecdotally that local workforce 
participation was already very high for large public projects in Ventura and Santa Barbara 
Counties. Though they did not offer data to verify, it was their sense that many of the 
contractors in this area are smaller “mom and pop” businesses. These smaller contractors 
are typically subcontracted by the larger contractors, often from the Los Angeles region, that 
are awarded large project contracts in our area.  
 
There was concern that this significant and unique fact to our region can lead to the opposite 
intention of a PLA whereby the use of a PLA can lead to a decrease in local workforce 
participation.  Many of these smaller, local contractors are not unionized and, should a PLA 
be used for a particular project, they may be excluded from use in said project if they or their 
employees choose not to affiliate with the union. This can also happen, even if they are willing 
to temporarily affiliate, if a local hire percentage isn’t clearly established in the PLA. If the City 
Council directs staff to proceed with a PLA requirement with the intent for local hire 
preference, staff recommends that further research be conducted by the Ordinance 
Committee to determine our region’s true local hire percentage. In addition, Staff 
recommends Council clearly establish, in any future developed PLA, a local hire percentage 
or percentage range requirement that is not less than the current local participation 
percentage. This would help establish City, Trades Council, and public expectations prior to 
PLA negotiations and help minimize delays in negotiating and establishing a PLA.   
 
PLA Policy Options 
In consultation with other Cities who have adopted PLA requirement, staff gained insight on 
the potential language that could be added to a PLA ordinance or other policy. These options 
are listed and described below. 

1. Acceptable local hire percentage. Given the potential for PLAs to reduce the 
percentage of local hires for PLA projects, the City Council could require a local hire 
percentage for all City projects covered by a PLA. 

2. Consider a higher dollar amount for the threshold to utilize a PLA. Project labor 
agreements and their administration carry the potential to add substantial complexity 
and cost to City projects.  If a high dollar amount is not used as a threshold, PLAs will 
need to be used for small projects where these costs and complexities outweigh any 
larger benefit. That is why, for example, the City of Santa Barbara has set their 
threshold at $5 million. 

3. Build in an inflation or escalation factor. With the increase in construction costs the 
City could find itself using PLAs for much smaller projects than what was initially 
intended if an inflation factor applicable to the dollar threshold is not included in the 
ordinance.  
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4. Include a provision that allows the City to proceed with the project in the event that 
good faith PLA negotiations are not successful. Without this provision, projects could 
be prevented from moving forward by a union that refuses to reach agreement on 
terms that are reasonably acceptable to the City. This provision would be consistent 
with collective bargaining law applicable to the City’s negotiations with its own 
employee labor unions that allows the City Council, after having engaged in both good 
faith bargaining and impartial mediation to attempt to resolve any impasse, to proceed 
under its “last, best and final” offer to the Union. 

5. Make the hiring of inspectors and testers by the City exempt from the PLA 
requirements. The City uses construction management consultants, including 
inspectors and testers, to provide construction oversight and inspection services 
during construction of City projects. These are third party services that are 
independent of the construction contractor and the contractor’s employees and are 
the City’s primary assurance in the delivery of a high-quality project. As such, the City 
currently selects construction management consultants based on California 
Government Code Chapter 10 Section 4526 that requires a qualification-based 
selection process, not a low bid-based selection that is used for selecting a contractor 
on construction projects. Construction management consultant staff typically consists 
of licensed professional engineers and technical staff that perform work not typically 
associated with the various trades (such as building, plumbing, roofing, pipefitting, 
welding, etc.).  Use of construction management firms selected by demonstrated 
competence and on professional qualifications is important because it is in the best 
interest of the City to have the most qualified team performing independent quality 
assurance inspection and material testing on construction projects, especially for 
large, structural building projects. If inspectors and testers are not exempt from the 
ordinance than this may restrict the City’s ability to select the most qualified team to 
perform construction management services, including inspection and materials testing 
services.  

6. Build in sunset date or revisit date. The City may find that the use of PLAs creates a 
hindrance and added expense to projects that was not intended.  Including a provision 
in the PLA policy to revisit the ordinance, or have it expire on a certain date if not 
renewed, provides the City with an opportunity to learn from past use of PLAs and 
adjust accordingly. 

7. Exclude public right-of-way projects. Based on staff’s preliminary investigation, PLAs 
were typically focused on vertical construction and not on public right-of-way projects 
such as roadway rehabilitation and sidewalk projects, due to the nature of the work. 
Public right-of-way projects typically have tight schedules, grant funding requirements 
and deadlines, and typically do not have the various work attributes that lend 
themselves to various area trades (such as building, plumbing, roofing, pipefitting, 
welding, etc.). Additionally, several of the local contractors that bid on City public right-
of-way projects are non-union and PLA may exclude or discourage local contractors 
from bidding on City public right-of-way projects. This is particularly important at this 
time and in our specific region, given the rising costs and limited bidders the City has 
already experienced on recently bid public right-of-way projects. Therefore, staff is 
recommending that the PLA requirement exclude public right-of-way projects from the 
use of PLA.  
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8. Exclude the use of PLAs for projects that have already received entitlements, time-
sensitive permits, and/or have existing grant funding. The use of PLAs on projects that 
have received entitlements, time-sensitive permitting, and/or grant funding could 
create significant project schedule delays and significantly increase project costs, that 
could potentially jeopardize grant funding and/or delivery of the entire project.  

9. Development of a PLA by project-by-project basis. The City Council could decide to 
apply PLAs to projects on a project-by-project basis. This would allow the City Council 
to review the merits of applying a PLA to a project and provide greater flexibility in the 
application of PLAs to projects where a PLA is most advisable and would provide the 
greatest benefit to the City. 

 
Next Steps 
 
Should the City Council decide to provide direction to staff to pursue the adoption of a Project 
Labor Agreement requirement for City projects, the next step would be to hire outside legal 
representation to provide advice and recommendations to the Ordinance Committee on the 
development of a PLA ordinance or other policy. Staff from neighboring agencies recommend 
such support in order to benefit from professional experience in negotiating PLAs, working 
relationships with trade organizations, and an understanding of the intricacies of construction 
labor and public works projects. Staff estimates an initial contract dollar amount of $15,000 
would be needed for consultation and legal advice to the Ordinance Committee in the 
Development of a PLA ordinance or policy.  
 
FISCAL IMPACTS: 
 
The development of a well-thought-out ordinance or other policy would require an 
estimated $15,000 in outside contract legal assistance as noted in the Next Steps 
section above. Staff would attempt to identify budget saving for this cost and would return 
to Council for additional appropriation only if needed.  Though there would not be a direct 
staffing cost, staff resources would be required for the project work, which would impact 
work on other projects due to limited staff capacity.   
 
In addition, should City Council adopt a PLA requirement, the development, negotiation 
and administration of the PLAs themselves will require outside consultants and other 
legal services and this will have a financial impact. The cost to perform this work is 
unknown at this time. Furthermore, PLAs in general have the potential to increase overall 
project costs, although studies differ as to the degree of the effect on project costs and 
there is no available direct evidence that they would increase costs for future Goleta 
projects.  
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ALTERNATIVES: 
 
City Council could choose not to proceed with a PLA requirement at this time.  Council 
could revisit consideration of the issue at a future time, when the current staffing 
reductions and economic uncertainty have been resolved. 
 
Reviewed By: Legal Review By: Approved By: 
 
 
 
___________________ ___________________ _________________     
Kristine Schmidt  Michael Jenkins Michelle Greene 
Assistant City Manager City Attorney          City Manager 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 

 
1. Typical Provisions of Project Labor Agreements 

 
2. City of Los Angeles Project Labor Agreement 2015-2020 

 
3. Staff Presentation 
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Typical PLA Provisions 
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Typical Project Labor Agreement Provisions 
 
The following are the types of provisions included in PLAs. Each of the following 
provisions include their potential considerations for Goleta’s future projects. 
 
1) Work Conditions - Uniform Work Conditions:  

a) PLAs commonly include provisions to establish uniform work conditions across 
each of the construction trades providing craft labor on the covered project. 
Conditions typically covered include work hours, holidays, meal periods, break 
periods, overtime and double-time pay, shifts, and shift differential pay. Some 
trades have Master Labor Agreements with unionized contractors that set forth 
standard work conditions between those employers. The Master Labor Agreement 
for each trade can include slightly different provisions related to work conditions, 
and a PLA can serve to standardize these conditions across all trades and simplify 
the management process. 

b) Many of the work conditions typically covered in PLAs are also addressed in the 
California Labor Code including shift lengths, meal and break periods, and 
overtime/double-time pay; however, in some cases PLAs can be more generous 
to employees and require greater employee benefits. In addition, the construction 
contract sets forth allowable work hours and holidays observed by the project 
owner. In the absence of a PLA, California Labor Code and the construction 
contract will establish the work conditions for the project in question. 

c) Future Goleta Project Considerations 
i) Standard work conditions provisions in a PLA may have a significant impact on 

future Goleta projects, as many of the provisions typically included in PLAs can 
be more generous in terms of required employee benefits, which can increase 
project costs. Required benefits in PLAs are sometimes greater than those that 
are addressed in the California Labor Code and the construction contract 
documents. For example, if a PLA is adopted for the Train Depot project, which 
is predominantly grant funded, the required employee benefits of a PLA could 
potentially increase the costs of the project beyond the grant funds available, 
therefore the City would need to cover the difference in costs. This could have 
very significant impacts on Goleta’s future projects and on the City’s budget 
resources when also considering the number of Public Works projects that may 
be subject to a PLA should a PLA ordinance be adopted that doesn’t exempt 
these projects.   

2) Hiring Procedures  
a) Union Recognition: PLAs designate the trade unions and the local or regional 

building trades council as the exclusive source of craft and general laborers on 
covered projects and the exclusive bargaining representative for craft and general 
workers. In addition, employers must typically recognize the jurisdiction and scope 
of work specific to each trade as established in each Master Labor Agreement. 
Terms requiring compliance with existing Master Labor Agreements are typically 
incorporated into the PLA. 

b) Referral Systems: PLAs require that established union referral systems be used 
exclusively to obtain craft labor on covered projects. If a union referral system is 
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unable to refer workers within a defined period (typically 48 hours), contractors are 
often allowed to hire employees from other sources. PLAs do not discriminate 
between union and non-union workers and referrals cannot be based on a 
preference for union members over non-union members; however, non-union 
workers must register with the union hiring hall to become eligible for assignment 
to a covered project. 

c) Core Employees: PLAs typically limit the number of employees that non-union 
contractors can bring to a project without utilizing the union hiring hall system. 
These employees are termed "core" employees, and typically include key positions 
such as foremen. Most agreements exclude key management employees above 
the general foreman level from the requirements of the agreement. Employees 
must meet specific requirements to be considered a core employee including being 
recently active on the contractor's payroll (i.e., for 60 of the 100 working days 
immediately prior to the award of the contract), possessing licenses required for 
the performance of the project work, and having the ability to safely perform the 
duties and functions of the trade for which they are providing craft labor. Non-union 
contractors can hire core employees on a one-to-one ratio with employees referred 
by the union hiring hall up to a maximum number of core employees (typical 
limitations of 5 core employees appear common but would be a term subject to 
negotiation). For example, the contractor can hire a member of its core workforce 
first, followed by an employee referred from the union hiring hall second, then 
another member of its core workforce. This process continues until the maximum 
number of core employees specified in the PLA is reached. Core employee 
provisions do not apply to union signatory contractors. 

d) Union and Non-Union Contractor Comparison: For union contractors and on PLA-
covered projects, Master Labor Agreements clearly define the scope of work that 
can be performed by each individual trade, and workers are not allowed to work 
outside of their classification/jurisdiction. Non-union contractors on projects not 
covered by a PLA can allow their employees to perform a wider range of tasks. 
For example, a nonunion employee can perform functions of multiple trades (e.g., 
laborer, operating engineer, cement mason), provided they are paid the 
appropriate prevailing wage rate for each classification while performing the work. 

e) Hiring procedures included in PLAs limit the ability of non-union contractors to 
utilize their core workforce on covered projects. PLAs establish the maximum 
number of core employees that a non-union contractor can employ on a project 
and require non-union contractors to use union referral systems exclusively for 
obtaining craft labor. While non-union workers can register with the union and 
become eligible to work on the project, they are subject to the hiring hall rules of 
each specific trade. Union hiring halls maintain out-of-work lists, and applicants 
are typically referred to projects based on the order in which they registered with 
the hiring hall (i.e., first come, first served). It is important to note that the hiring 
procedures and hiring hall rules are specific to each local union. 

f) Hiring procedures in PLAs do not significantly impact union signatory contractors. 
Signatory contractors routinely use union referral systems to obtain craft labor and 
can request specific employees by name, rather than requesting workers from the 
out-of-work list for each trade. In addition, core employee provisions do not apply 
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to union contractors and union contractors are able to utilize their core workforce 
without limitation. Exceptions can include specific requirements in Master Labor 
Agreements that restrict or limit participation of "traveling" union members from 
their home union to the local union at the project location. 

g) Future Goleta Project Considerations 
i) The impact of PLA hiring procedure provisions on future Goleta projects 

depends largely on whether the prequalified contractors eligible to bid on the 
Project are signatory to the individual unions. Non-union contractors will be 
impacted by limits placed on their ability to utilize their core workforce. Union 
contractors will not be significantly impacted by the hiring procedure provisions 
as the procedures reflect their standard work practices, except for travel 
restrictions imposed by local unions on union members working outside the 
jurisdiction of their home union. 

h) Specialty Subcontractors: The PLA hiring procedures likely will impact smaller, 
specialty subcontractors more than the general contractor and major 
subcontractors. Specialty subcontractors (e.g., roofers, glaziers, tile installers, 
sheet metal workers, etc.) generally have a smaller role relative to the overall 
scope of large Projects as discussed in this report, provide fewer employees and 
less craft hours, and are more likely to be local contractors and minority owned 
businesses/DBEs. Given this likelihood, it should be noted that PLAs can have a 
potential negative impact to local subcontractors/minority businesses and the local 
community as a whole. Non-union specialty contractors with a small workforce 
generally rely more heavily on their core employees, and limitations on their ability 
to fully utilize their core workforce could disproportionately affect their ability to 
effectively perform their subcontracted scope of work, as compared to larger 
contractors. In addition, small non-union contractors may not fully understand the 
PLA requirements when submitting subcontract bids and may refuse to sign the 
required letter of assent before beginning work on a PLA-covered project. This can 
result in cost and schedule impacts associated with subcontractor substitutions. 
i) Careful consideration should be given to the impacts of a PLA on smaller 

specialty contractors if the City decides to move forward with an agreement for 
future Goleta projects. Negotiations with the building trades should include a 
discussion of potential exemptions from the typical PLA hiring provisions and 
core worker restrictions for small and specialty subcontractors performing 
limited scope on these projects. Additionally, consideration should be given to 
mandatory pre-bid meetings to ensure that all potential bidders and subs are 
aware of the PLA requirements, understand their obligations and restrictions 
under a PLA and have an opportunity to have pre-bid questions addressed to 
facilitate fully informed bids. 

i) Construction Inspection: Construction inspectors, materials testers, and other 
personnel performing quality assurance and quality control functions may also be 
impacted by the hiring procedures set forth in a PLA. Construction inspectors are 
typically employed by a third-party construction manager through a professional 
services agreement with the project owner. Materials testers and specialty 
inspectors (e.g., soils technicians, certified welding inspectors, reinforced concrete 
inspectors, etc.) are typically employed as subconsultants to the construction 
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manager. While professional services are exempt from PLAs, construction 
inspectors, materials testers, and personnel performing quality control and quality 
assurance generally are covered crafts under a PLA and are subject to the typical 
hiring procedure provisions discussed in the preceding paragraphs. 

3) Wages and Benefits 
a) Wages: Wages for craft workers on public works projects are paid in accordance 

with applicable state and federal prevailing wage rates. PLAs do not supersede 
applicable prevailing wage rates and wages paid to craft workers are the same for 
PLA and non-PLA projects. 

b) Benefits: The California Department of Industrial Relations (DIR) establishes basic 
hourly rates and fringe benefit amounts that must be provided to the employee by 
the employer. Fringe benefits include health and welfare, pension, 
vacation/holiday, training, and "other" benefits. "Other" benefits include 
contributions to management relations boards, industry advancement funds, and 
other miscellaneous initiatives specific to each trade. Non-union contractors must 
provide benefits of equivalent value as the fringe benefit amounts established by 
the DIR or pay fringe benefits directly to their employees in cash. Training benefits 
must be paid directly to a State-approved apprenticeship program and are not paid 
directly to the employee as cash. 
i) Union contractors provide fringe benefit payments on behalf of their employees 

directly to union trusts, who in turn provide benefits to their members. As with 
non-union contractors, training benefits must be paid directly to a State-
approved apprenticeship program and are not paid directly to the union trust 
fund. 

c) Union and Non-Union Contractor Comparison: On PLA-covered projects, all 
contractors, regardless of union affiliation, must pay fringe benefit contributions 
directly to the union trust fund for each employee for the duration of the project. 
Union contractors are not affected by this requirement as it reflects their normal 
business practice and is in alignment with the Master Labor Agreements between 
the construction trades and union employers. 
i) The extent to which payment of fringe benefits to union trusts affects non-union 

contractors depends largely on the benefits employers offer to their employees. 
If non-union contractors provide retirement benefits such as 401k plans or 
health insurance, these benefits would no longer be provided through the 
employer and would be provided through the union trust. For non-union 
contractors that pay fringe benefit contributions directly to employees as cash, 
the contractors would simply begin making these payments to the union trust 
on the employees' behalf. 

ii) Information published by the United States Department of Labor Bureau of 
Labor Statistics indicates that union workers have greater participation rates in 
medical benefit plans than nonunion workers, 79% versus 46%, respectively. 
In addition, union workers have greater participation rates in retirement plans 
than non-union workers, 82% versus 47%, respectively (United States 
Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017). 

d) Future Goleta Project Considerations 
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i) Union members must work a minimum number of hours each year to become 
vested in union pension programs. Non-union workers for whom fringe benefits 
are paid to the union trust by their employer during a future Goleta project might 
not work sufficient hours to become vested and may not ultimately realize any 
benefit from the trust fund contributions made on their behalf. This issue may 
be more pronounced for non-union specialty subcontractor employees 
performing limited scope on future Goleta projects (e.g., roofers, glaziers, tile 
installers, etc.). These employees may not work sufficient hours to become 
vested in union trust funds because they will be performing a discrete scope of 
work that will be completed in a short period of time on a future Goleta project. 

ii) For non-union workers performing limited scope on a future Goleta project for 
a limited period, employers may elect to continue providing their standard 
retirement and health benefits while also providing fringe benefit payments 
directly to the union trust. Provision of benefit payments to both the union trust 
and directly to the employee can result in increased costs to the employer. 

iii) If the City decides to consider a PLA for future Goleta projects, negotiations 
with the building trade unions should include a discussion of potential 
exemptions from the required union trust fund benefit payments for small 
contractors performing limited scope on these projects. 

4) Management Rights 
a) PLAs include provisions detailing the rights maintained by management under the 

agreement. PLAs typically give management exclusive rights to plan and direct the 
work; hire, layoff, and promote employees; determine the number of employees 
required to prosecute the work; determine means and methods of construction; 
select craft foremen; and assign and schedule the work. The intent of these 
provisions is to preserve the ability of management to perform key duties that are 
critical to the successful performance of work under the covered project. 

b) Future Goleta Project Considerations 
i) Management rights provisions are not anticipated to impact the future Goleta 

projects. These provisions are simply intended to clearly express to signatories 
that contractors retain the right to manage the labor force on a covered project. 

5) Work Stoppages 
a) PLAs include provisions expressly prohibiting strikes, picketing, work stoppages, 

slowdowns, and lockouts to ensure the continued performance of work and to 
prevent schedule delays on covered projects, with limited exceptions. When 
employers and employees are unable to agree on the terms and conditions of 
employment, employees may implement work stoppages such as strikes, or 
slowdowns and employers can implement lockouts. Work stoppages are used to 
compel either the employer or the employees to agree to the terms and conditions 
of employment in dispute. Some PLAs allow unions to withhold craft labor in the 
event a contractor is delinquent in payment of its weekly payroll or payments to the 
union trust. 

b) Work stoppages can significantly impact a construction project as they interrupt 
the availability of craft labor and delay performance of the work. Union employees 
are prevented from striking on the basis of economic conditions when bound by an 
active collective bargaining agreement and can only strike after a good faith effort 
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has been made at collective bargaining. Union employees are not constrained in 
their ability to strike on the basis of unfair labor practices when certain conditions 
are met. It is beyond the scope of this report to detail the circumstances and laws 
surrounding employers' and employees' ability to implement work stoppages. 

c) Future Goleta Project Considerations 
i) The construction trades in California have a long history of successful collective 

bargaining with the construction industry. A review of work stoppage data 
compiled by the United States Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics 
did not identify any work stoppages by the construction trades in California 
involving 1,000 or more workers over the last ten years (United States 
Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018). Work stoppages 
resulting from a lapse in the collective bargaining agreements between the 
construction trades and the construction industry do not present a significant 
risk to the future Goleta projects. 

ii) Some public works projects constructed by other Cities in the Tri County 
Region have been picketed by the construction trades, and in isolated 
incidents, workers have refused to cross picket lines. In the event of a picket at 
a future Goleta project, union workers might refuse to cross picket lines, 
impacting performance of the work. A PLA would expressly prohibit strikes, 
picketing, and work stoppages and would mitigate this concern. It is 
recommended that additional analysis be performed to better understand the 
membership rules of each trade regarding the ability of union members to cross 
picket lines. This analysis would help quantify the risk of a work slowdown 
resulting from a picket if a PLA is not in place for a future Goleta project. 

6) Dispute Resolution 
a) Dispute resolution provisions are included in PLAs to establish a uniform and 

timely process to resolve project issues without slowing down or stopping the work. 
Disputes regarding the jurisdiction of individual trades are settled in accordance 
with the Plan for the Settlement of Jurisdictional Disputes in the Construction 
Industry (the Plan). The Plan is a broadly recognized dispute resolution procedure 
established by the AFL-CIO and construction employer associations that has been 
in place since 1984. When a jurisdictional dispute between trades arises on a 
project covered by a PLA (e.g., laborer versus pipefitter scope for the installation 
of underground pipelines), the issue is referred to the Plan for settlement. PLAs 
include provisions that prohibit work slowdowns and stoppages while jurisdictional 
disputes are being resolved. 

b) PLAs also include provisions related to resolution of grievances and disputes not 
specifically related to jurisdictional issues. PLAs establish a defined, stepwise 
process for dispute resolution that encourages resolution of project issues on the 
lowest possible level. The dispute resolution process typically culminates with 
arbitration if not settled at a lower level, typically before an arbitrator selected from 
an agreed upon list of arbitrators to facilitate timely resolution. As with jurisdictional 
disputes, parties to a PLA cannot stop or slow down the work because of a 
grievance or dispute. 

c) Future Goleta Project Considerations 
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i) It is difficult to evaluate the impacts of PLA dispute resolution provisions on 
future Goleta projects. Disputes on construction projects are typically resolved 
informally by the general contractor and subcontractor management teams or 
through the formal dispute resolution and claims process detailed in the 
contract documents on non-PLA projects. 

ii) Jurisdictional issues are more likely to arise between union contractors or on 
PLA-covered projects where workers are not allowed to work outside of their 
classification, but where the scope of work for multiple trades overlaps. For 
example, the scope of work for both laborers and pipefitters includes installation 
of piping in water and wastewater treatment facilities. This overlap in scope 
may result in a jurisdictional dispute depending on the amount of work in 
question and the willingness of the trades to pursue resolution through the Plan. 

7) Targeted Worker Participation 
a) Many PLAs include provisions to increase participation in covered projects by 

targeted categories workers. Targeted categories typically include residents, 
apprentices, at-risk persons (e.g., economically disadvantaged individuals as 
defined in the agreement or those with prior low-level criminal records that can 
create barriers to employment), veterans, and disadvantaged business 
enterprises. PLAs establish goals for the percentage of total craft hours on the 
covered project to be performed by the targeted workers. Construction contractors 
can be required to retain the services of a jobs coordinator, who works with the 
contractor, unions, local workforce development agencies, and apprenticeship 
programs to help the contractor meet the participation goals for each demographic 
set forth in the agreement. 

b) Future Goleta Project Considerations 
i) Targeted worker category provisions can be effective in increasing participation 

in the future Goleta projects by the targeted demographics and developing the 
local workforce. The success of targeted worker participation provisions 
depends on commitment to the process by all parties to the PLA through 
ongoing and active management. 

8) Schedule 
a) PLAs are typically negotiated between the project owner and the local or regional 

building trades council, who represents a group of different craft unions. Some 
crafts anticipated to perform work on a covered project might not be represented 
by the building trades council, and the PLA would need to be negotiated with each 
of these crafts individually. The amount of time required to negotiate a PLA varies 
widely and depends on the content of the agreement initially presented by the 
building trades as a starting point to the negotiations. Once the City has reviewed 
a draft agreement, it can identify the provisions that warrant additional discussion 
and negotiations can begin. 

b) The length of time required to negotiate a PLA for a future Goleta project could 
range from two months to one year or more. If the City is willing to accept the 
standard PLA agreement presented by the building trades council and detailed 
negotiations are not required, it could take approximately two months to work 
through the City Council approval process and circulate the final agreement for 
execution. If provisions of the standard agreement warrant additional negotiations 
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and the City is required to negotiate with multiple trades not represented by the 
Building Trades Council, the process could take up to one year or more. 

c) If the City elects to move forward with a PLA, the agreement must be in place prior 
to issuing the bid advertisement for a future Goleta project. The PLA must be 
included in the contract documents to inform prospective bidders and 
subcontractors of their responsibility to comply with the terms and conditions of the 
agreement. Implementing a PLA after contract award and start of construction 
would be difficult and likely disrupt any future Goleta project. 

d) The present construction climate throughout California has been volatile and the 
City of Goleta has seen a significant rise in bids received on recent projects. 
Additional delays may result in escalation of construction costs and the need to 
retain supporting professional services for a future Goleta project. 

9) Cost 
a) Impacts of a PLA on construction bids are difficult to quantify and are beyond the 

scope of this report to assess comprehensively. Proponents of PLAs assert that 
these agreements save money by making overall labor reliability and project cost 
management more predictable, while opponents argue that PLAs increase project 
costs due to labor agreement compliance administration and union/fringe benefits 
contributions requirements. Information regarding the arguments on both sides of 
this issue is readily available through previously published articles and research. 
The anecdotal feedback staff received from public entity colleagues who have 
completed projects subject to PLAs is that the bids received on their PLA projects 
did not seem significantly out of scale in comparison to non-PLA projects of a 
similar size; however, the consistent feedback was that it is not possible to know 
what the specific cost impacts on a project might have been absent a parallel bid 
process, with one including the PLA requirement and the other not. This section 
will focus on the costs that are more readily quantifiable including costs to support 
contract negotiations, costs to incorporate the PLA into the construction 
documents, and costs to administer the PLA through construction. 

10) PLA Negotiation 
a) Negotiation of the PLA will require participation from the City's Public Works 

Department, Neighborhood Services and Public Safety Department, City 
Attorney's office, outside legal counsel, and the specific project management team 
that would be in place for a future Goleta project. Costs to support PLA negotiations 
will depend on the extent and duration of the negotiations and can vary widely. 

b) Contract Document Development: The construction contract documents will need 
to reflect the requirements of the PLA so prospective bidders and subcontractors 
will be aware of their responsibilities regarding the agreement. Language is 
typically included in the bid advertisement, bid form, agreement, and the front-end 
documents to detail PLA requirements. In addition, the complete PLA is included 
in the contract documents as part of the front-end documents or as an appendix. 
It is recommended that a specification be developed to detail the targeted worker 
participation requirements, as the procedures for meeting participation goals and 
reporting requirements are typically not explained in detail in the PLA. The targeted 
worker specification will increase the likelihood of meeting the participation goals 
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set forth, increase transparency in the process, and facilitate accountability of all 
parties to the agreement. 

c) Modification of the construction contract documents to reflect the PLA will require 
participation from the City's Public Works Department, the City Attorney's office, 
outside legal counsel, the design engineer, and the specific project management 
team that would be in place for a future Goleta project. 

d) PLA Administration: PLAs require that the project owner designate a Project Labor 
Coordinator to act as the owner's agent and to facilitate implementation and 
compliance with the PLA. The Project Labor Coordinator can be a member of the 
owner's staff, but an outside consultant with specific experience administering 
PLAs is typically used. In many cases, the Project Labor Coordinator can also 
function as the labor compliance program administrator, which can be required on 
future Goleta projects to satisfy the requirements of outside funding sources. It is 
assumed the City will hire an outside consultant to serve as the Project Labor 
Coordinator if a PLA is negotiated for any future Goleta projects 

e) PLAs include provisions for the establishment of a Joint Administrative Committee 
(JAC, Committee) comprised of representatives from the owner and 
representatives from the building trades. The JAC meets regularly to discuss 
issues associated with the PLA including project issues, safety concerns, 
contractor relations, and disputes. The frequency of the JAC meetings is left to the 
discretion of the Committee, but meetings are typically held on a quarterly basis. 
It is anticipated that the City's representatives on the JAC will include City Public 
Works Department staff and representatives from the project management team 
of a future Goleta project. 

f) The City can require the construction contractor to retain the services of a Jobs 
Coordinator to assist the contractor in meeting its obligations for targeted worker 
participation. The Jobs Coordinator coordinates with the construction trades, 
apprenticeship programs, and local workforce development agencies to identify 
potential workers that meet the criteria necessary to qualify as a targeted worker 
for employment on the covered project. The Jobs Coordinator assists the 
contractor in the preparation of reports including targeted worker hiring status 
reports and manpower utilization plans. It is anticipated that the contractor will 
retain the services of an outside consultant to serve as its Jobs Coordinator. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
 
 

City of Los Angeles Project Labor Agreement 2015-2020 
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Project Labor Agreements

City of Goleta City Council Meeting

January 19, 2021

Ryan Kintz, Assistant to the City Manager
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Presentation
Outline

Staff recommendations
What are Project Labor Agreements 

(PLAs)?
Legal basis for PLAs and typical 

negotiation
Typical provisions 
Review typical Advantages and 

Disadvantages of PLAs 
Local Contractors consideration
PLA Policy Options

January 19, 2021 2
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Staff Recommendations

A. Receive a presentation and report on Project Labor Agreements;
and

B. Provide policy direction to staff on whether to pursue the possible
adoption of a Project Labor Agreement requirement for City
projects above a certain threshold construction dollar amount; and

C. If the City Council wishes to further pursue a possible Project Labor
Agreement requirement for City projects, refer the matter to the
Ordinance Committee to consider the development of an ordinance
or alternative method of implementation.

January 19, 2021 3
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What are PLAs?

Pre-hire contracts between project-owner and
local construction unions
Used for larger, more complex projects
By their terms do the following:

• Require worker representation by labor unions
• Set basic terms and conditions of employment

Negotiated between project owner and local
building trades council and/or individual
construction trade unions
Primary purpose: ensuring that only unionized

labor is used

January 19, 2021 4
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Legal Basis for PLAs

California Public Contract Code section 2500, et seq., governs a public 
entity’s use of PLAs. PLA must include at minimum:

• Prohibition on discrimination 
• Permission for all qualified contractors and subcontractors to bid (whether 

they are union or non-union)
• Agreed-upon protocol concerning drug testing for workers 
• Guarantees against work stoppages, strikes, lockouts, and similar disruptions
• Disputes arising from the PLA shall be resolved by a neutral arbitrator

January 19, 2021 5
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Legal Basis for PLAs (cont.)

A single PLA may cover one project, a particular classification of 
projects or all projects 
The City Council must adopt the PLA by majority vote and must also 

act by majority vote in each instance it wishes to allocate funding for 
any project covered by the PLA (Pub. Contract Code, § 2501)
The statutory authority for the City to implement a PLA does not 

provide guidance for the process by which a PLA is formed 
• such as the underlying policy framework or negotiation process

January 19, 2021 6
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PLA Negotiations

A PLA will:
1) Set forth the labor classifications covered by applicable national trade 

unions (the “Covered Work”); 
2) Set forth the applicable wages scales and fringe benefit rates for the 

Covered Work; and 
3) Require that all contractors and subcontractors performing the Covered 

Work become signatories on the PLA projects

January 19, 2021 7
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PLA Negotiations

The City may modify the terms in a PLA:
• Add language to ensure agency rights 
• Limit potential inadvertent financial exposure on the part of the affected 

contractors 
• Scope of “Covered Work” and limitations on that coverage
• Whether contractors should be allowed to extend a preference to the 

contractor’s historic crew employees over union workers from hiring halls
• No contractor dual liability for good faith union work
• Grievance, work stoppage and lockout provisions
• PLA shall not require any contractor to remain a member of the union or have 

obligation to the payment of funds, benefits, or contingent liability following 
the completion of the PLA projects

January 19, 2021 8
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Typical PLA Provisions

• Work Conditions - Uniform Work 
Conditions

• Hiring Procedures 
• Union Recognition
• Referral Systems
• Core Employees
• Union and Non-Union Contractor 

Comparison
• Specialty Subcontractors
• Construction Inspection

• Wages
• Benefits
• Wages and Benefits - Union and Non-

Union Contractor Comparison

• Management Rights
• Work Stoppages
• Dispute Resolution
• Targeted Worker Participation
• Schedule
• Cost
• PLA Negotiation
• Contract Document Development
• PLA Administration

January 19, 2021 9
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Advantages of PLAs

Uniform wages, benefits, overtime pay, hours, working conditions, 
and work rules 
Provide contractors with a reliable and uninterrupted supply of 

qualified
Ensure that a project will be completed on time and on budget  
Ensure no labor strife by prohibiting strikes and lockouts and 

including binding procedures to resolve labor disputes
Make large projects easier to manage by placing unions under one 

contract, the PLA, rather than several unions that may have different 
structure

January 19, 2021 10
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Advantages of PLAs (cont.)

May include provisions to recruit and train workers by requiring 
contactors to participate in recruitment, apprenticeship, and training 
programs for women, minorities, veterans, and other under-
represented groups (this is a common CWA provision);
Reduces misclassification of workers and the related underpayment 

of payroll taxes, workers compensation, and other requirements;
May mean a larger percentage of construction wages stay in state; 

and
May improve worker safety by requiring contractors and workers to 

comply with project safety rules.

January 19, 2021 11
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Disadvantages of PLAs

Increase costs by mandating union wages,  work rules and inhibiting 
competition;
Are anti-competitive because nonunion contractors may choose not to bid 

because either their members would be required to join a union if the 
contractor wins the bid or the contractor would not be able to use its own 
workers if the PLA required hiring through the union hiring hall;
Are inherently unfair to nonunion contractors and nonunion employees;
Are an unnecessary mandate (if imposed by law);
Hinder the use of nonunion contractor training programs that may operate 

more efficiently and are job specific, instead of union apprenticeship 
programs of a fixed duration; and
Are unnecessary because of existing prequalification procedures that 

screen contractors that bid on public projects.

January 19, 2021 12
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Disadvantages of PLAs (Cont.)

A PLA is not proof of an improved situation
• Evidence does not show that PLA construction projects are safer than non-

PLA projects
• In California, cities are covered by prevailing wage laws that already establish 

competitive wages for public works projects. 
• Local hiring objectives can be achieved without a PLA by incorporating the 

objectives in the bid specs for any project
• Time needed to prepare, negotiate and approve a PLA may also affect the 

timely completion of a project or add to costs

January 19, 2021 13
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Local Contractors

Local workforce participation already very high for large public 
projects in Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties

• Region has smaller “mom and pop” businesses
• Use of PLAs in this region can decrease local workforce participation
• Many of these smaller, local contractors are not unionized 
• If intent for local hire preference:

• Further research needed to determine true local hire percentage
• A local hire percentage or percentage range requirement that is not less than the current 

local participation percentage

January 19, 2021 14
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Policy Options

• Local Hire Percentage
• High Dollar Threshold
• Escalation/Inflation factor
• Proceed when negotiations fail
• Hiring of inspectors and testers 

exempt
• Sunset/Revisit date

• Exclude public right-of-way 
projects

• Exclude projects already 
entitled/time sensitive, grant 
funded

• Develop PLAs project-by-project

January 19, 2021 15
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Staff Recommendations

A. Receive a presentation and report on Project Labor Agreements;
and

B. Provide policy direction to staff on whether to pursue the possible
adoption of a Project Labor Agreement requirement for City
projects above a certain threshold construction dollar amount; and

C. If the City Council wishes to further pursue a possible Project Labor
Agreement requirement for City projects, refer the matter to the
Ordinance Committee to consider the development of an ordinance
or alternative method of implementation.

January 19, 2021 16
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